VOYA FACI A L T R E AT M E N T S
DELUXE FACIAL EXPERIENCE
85 MINUTES - €120
The ultimate VOYA facial experience.
Your treatment begins with a relaxing back massage to
induce relaxation and gently melt away muscular pain.
This is followed by a results-driven hydrating and purifying
facial, which includes facial massage to deeply hydrate the
skin, along with a dual-action facial mask which utilizes
the exclusive re-mineralizing, VOYA Mermaid’s Purse* and
Laminaria Seaweed Leaves. This facial leaves the skin
rejuvenated, the appearance of deep-set wrinkles is reduced
and the skin’s texture is left hydrated and plumped. This is
the crème de la crème of all facial experiences.
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VOYA FACI A L T R E AT M E N T S
SELF DISCOVERY RADIANCE FACIAL
55 MINUTES - €80
This ocean-inspired organic facial is deeply detoxifying,
thoroughly revitalizing and helps to smooth skin tone and
increase clarity. It incorporates a relaxing facial massage
using a range of VOYA seaweed products to release any
build-up of toxins and to repair and nourish skin cells
damaged by pollution and chemical exposure. You will
be left with a revived, glowing, yet non-greasy complexion
that is both enriched and strengthened.
Allow VOYA to tailor your facial specifically to your skin’s
unique needs. In the comfort of the treatment room, your
VOYA therapist will go through a comprehensive skin
analysis and choose specific facial products to target
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your particular skin concerns. Using a combination of
gentle exfoliators, serums and masks, this facial helps to
transform your skin leaving it feeling purified, nourished
and perfectly balanced. Choose from:
•
•
•

Purifying Facial (oily/ combination skin)
Ultra Calming Facial (sensitive skin)
Intensive Hydra Veil Facial (dry skin)
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VOYA B O DY T R E AT M E N T S
VOYAGER MASSAGE JOURNEY
85 MINUTES - €120

MINDFUL DREAMS
70 MINUTES - €99

A complete top-to-toe relaxation journey, this treatment
incorporates scalp, face and body massage alongside
stretches that echo the movement of the sea. Combining
both gentle and stimulating motions, this massage is
tailored to you individual needs for the the ultimate luxury
treatment to relieve aches and pains.

VOYA’s Mindful Dreams massage ritual, offering you a
heightened sense of relaxation; this is a powerful sleep
encouraging experience. Be ready to have all stresses,
strains and tension melt away.
ORGANIC HYDRATING BODY SCRUB
55 MINUTES - €80

Choose from:
•
•
•
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Uplift - Angelicus Serratus
Relax - Mindful Moments
Muscle Relief - Ginger Chai

VOYA’s dual-action lathering body buff exfoliates with
finely ground walnut shells and nourishes your skin with
a blend of almond oil, seaweed and ginger extracts. Our
gentle yet effective formula removes rough and lifeless
looking skin cells, to reveal much more refined softer and
silky smooth skin.

VOYA B O DY T R E AT M E N T S
ORGANIC WARM SPICED MUD WRAP
55 MINUTES - €85
Seaweed is taken fresh from the ocean and its purifying
elements, including potent antioxidants and minerals, are
encapsulated in VOYA’s Organic Warm Spiced Mud
Wrap. Infused with aromatic spices of ginger and orange to
revive the senses, this wrap has immediate and noticeable
effects on the skin, including firming and toning, it is also
a serious detoxifier, metabolism stimulator and a natural
anti-ageing boost. This treatment is a must for the resultsconscious client.
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